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Abstract

In this paper, we use constrained cross-section regressions to disentangle the effects  of
various factors on real  estate security returns in 21 countries. A better knowledge of the risk
factors driving real estate returns is crucial,  whether a pure real  estate portfolio is constructed,
or whether real  estate is considered as an altemative asset  class  within the traditional stock
portfolio. Besides a common factor, “pure” country, size,  and value/growth  factors are
considered. The value/growth measure that is used in this paper is a unique indicator
developed by Salomon Smith Bamey (SSB). It provides  for each  stock the relative
importance of the value and growth components,  rather than using a binary classification.
The value/growth factor is fotmd  to have a substantial ,and increasing effect on returns over
the analyzed period February 1990-April2002.  Country factors are important determinants of
real estate security returns also. Statistical analysis of the residuals indicates that additional
“hidden” factors most likely exist. These statistical factors are shown  to explain about one
third of specific  returns on intemational real  estate securities. Nevertheless, as is the case for
traditional stock portfolios, stock picking keeps al1  its importante  for real estate stocks as
well.
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What factors determine international real estate security returns?

1. Introduction

For stock portfolio managers executing a top-down approach it is crucial to decide  whether

the strategy wil1 be based primarily on cotmtries, sectors, industries, or some other factor such

as size or value/growth.  Diversifícation by sectors is growing in importante, but geographical

allocation remains important despite the globalization of intemational fmancial markets.  In

this context, real estate securities are considered as one industry, but are too often  discarded

fiom the strategie  portfolio allocation. This is surprising gíven that real estate securities have

been shown to be an effective  diversifier  of common stock portfolios (Liang et al., 1996;

Gordon  et al., 1998). Moreover, the correlation of U.S. REITs  with common stocks has been

declining (Khoo et al., 1993; Ghosh et al., 1996). Also,  the  market value of publicly traded

real estate companies  has grown substantially in recent years (approximately US$400 billion

as of the end of 1999, as reported by Ling and Naranjo, 2002).

Extensive research has been conducted since the 1970s on the benefïts of intemational

diversification  for stock portfolios. There is also  more recent evidente  on the benefits of

intemational diversification both for portfolios of direct and indirect real estate investments.

The cross-country correlations are usually lower for real estate mvestments than for common

stocks. There is evidente, however,  of an intemational real estate factor (Ling and Naranjo,

2002),  and also  of continental factors (Eichholtz et al., 1998). Country-specifïc factors

remain important, however,  which explains the diversifïcation benefits.

When  constructing a portfolio of publicly traded real  estate stocks, much emphasis is placed

on the analysis of the correlation coefficients across  cotmtries (or across  continents).  We

argue that while these correlations are usefûl,  it would be important to disentangle the effects

of various factors on real estate company returns and hence on cross-country correlation

coeffrcients. The aim of this paper is to calculate the ‘@re” effects of various factors on

intemational real estate security returns. For this purpose we use real estate security returns

for 21 countries for the period from February 1990 to April 2002, and extract such  “pure”

effects using a cross-sectional factor estimation technique. The factors that we consider are
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the following: a common factor affecting  al1  securities, the wel1 known size effect first

analyzed by Banz (198 l), the value/growth factor of Fama  and French (1992),  and the country

of origin of the security. Cluster analysis and principal component analysis (PCA) are used

on the residuals of this analysis to ascertain whether an additional factor can  be extracted,

once  the effect of the common and “pure” factors has been eliminated. The relative

importante of the common factor and that of each  “pure” factor is highlighted. Such  an

analysis is of great importante  as changes in cross-country correlation coefficients may be

due to changes in any of the other factors. By extracting the influence  of other factors on

cross-country correlations, it is possible to ascertain the true potential of intemational real

estate portfolio diversifïcation.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss  related work on intemational real

estate diversifïcation. Zn section 3, we present our data and also  evidente  on the usefulness of

real  estate in diversifying  a stock portfolio. The method that we use to assess the risk of real

estate portfolios is discussed  in section 4. Section  5 contains our results, and section 6 some

concluding remarks.

2. International Real  Estate Diversifkation

The issue of intemational diversification of stock portfolios has received substantial attention

in the fínancial economics literature since the seminal work by Solnik  (1974). The general

conclusion is that widening the investment spectrum to non-domestic stocks permits an

increase in risk-adjusted returns. Moreover, geographical diversification has been shown to

be more effective than diversification by industry (Heston  and Rouwenhorst, 1994 and 1995).

Recent work has shown that the world economy  is becoming increasingly global, with

intemational stock markets  becoming more and more correlated with each  other (Solnik and

Roulet, 1999). In such  a context, industrial factors have gained in importante  (Cavaglia et al.,

2000; Hamelink et al., 2001).

Far less attention has been given to this issue in the real estate literature  due to the relative

lack  of quality intemational data on the performance of real  estate. Case et al. (1997) fìnd

that returns to commercial real  estate tend to move together (dthough not perfectly) across

property types within each  country, and that international diversification within three

segments of the real estate market (industrial, office and retail) would have been benefícial
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over the period 1986-1994. Quan and Titman (1997) report that U.S. real estate cotrelations

are lower than those of stock returns, suggesting significant bene&  from international real

estate diversifïcation (see also  Newell and Webb, 1996). Goetzmann and Wachter (1999) also

fmd that cross-border real estate diversification is useful.  They show that cross-border

correlations are due in part to common exposure to fluctuations in the global economy,  but

that country-specific GDP changes help explain more of the variation in real  estate returns

man the global factor. This would indicate a stronger impact of local factors  than has been

reported for common stocks (Beckers  et al., 1996). Goetzmamr  and Wachter (1999) report

that international real  estate diversifïcation is more beneficial than intemational stock

diversification for industrial real estate, but not for other property types. Several studies have

also  looked at whether intemational real  estate portfolios should be hedged against currency

fluctuations (see e.g. Ziobrowski  et al., 1997). The results conceming the usefulness of

hedging are mixed. When  it is decided to hedge, then currency swaps have been shown to be

best suited given the long term nature of real estate investments.

Securitized real  estate has been shown to be quite highly correlated with common stocks on

an intemational basis (Eichholtz, 1997),  although there is evidente  for U.S. REITs  that  this

correlation has been declining (Khoo et al., 1993; Ghosh et al., 1996). Also,  and as is the

case for direct real estate (Goetzmann and Wachter, 1999),  there is evidente  of a world-wide

factor in intemational indirect real estate returns (Ling and Naranjo, 2002). The latter authors

also  fmd that a country-specific factor is highly significant, which would suggest that

internationai diversification is useful when constructing portfolios of real  estate securities.

Eichholtz et al. (1998) fmd clear evidente  of a continental factor in Europe and in North

Anerica,  but not in the Asia-Pacific  region. Their results also  suggest growing integration

within Europe. This result  would seem to indicate that a parsimonious intemational real

estate security diversification strategy is most beneficial when conducted across  continents

rather  than within continents.

Correlations of real estate securities across  countries are lower than cross-border correlations

between common stocks (Eichholtz, 1996a; Gordon  et al., 1998). Eichholtz (1996a)

additionally finds that international real  estate security diversification is more effective than

intemational stock diversification. Wilson and Okunev (1996) use cointegration tests and

show that intemational real estate markets  are segmented. Benefits are to be gained fiom

diversifïcation, although potential gains are dependent on the exchange rate  risk. Stevenson
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(2000) also  reports evidente  on the benefits of intemational diversifícation for real estate

security portfolios (although he fmds that these benefits are greater for common stocks), and

on the positive impact of including international real  estate stocks in global equity portfolios

(see also  Liu and Mei, 1998).

3. Data and Analysis of the Role of Real Estate Stocks in Diversifying Stock
Portfolios

In this section, we present the data that we use (3. l), and also  make the case for the usefulness

of real  estate securities in diversifying  common stock portfolios (3.2).

3.1 Data

We use al1  real estate stocks included in the Salomon Smith Barney (SSB) Developed World

Equity database for the period February 1990-April  2002. Countries that have at least one

real  estate security in the SSB database as of the end of April 2002 are retained, leading to a

total of 21 commies. Total returns calculated on monthly  time increments are available from

the database. To conduct various comparative  analyses, we also  use stock market index data

for the same cotmtries.  The source of the data is also  SSB. All returns are in US$.  We use

unhedged returns as we consider that this is the most realistic assumption: in most cases the

benchmark against which the portfolio manager is evaluated is unhedged. This generally

makes  sense, as for a wel1 diversified intemational benchmark the currency risk tends  to be

diversifíed away. Therefore, practitioners who  decide  to include real  estate stocks in their

portfolio wil1  hardly decide  to hedge these positions. As unhedged returns are used, the

currency effects wil1 be included in the “pure” country effects.  In this framework,  an

exposure to a given country entails an exposure to the country’s currency.

This database entails two major advantages as compared to other databases. First, it contains

every  company whose available equity capitalization or float is greater than US$  100 million.

So all shares that can  be realistically purchased by institutional mvestors  are considered.

hother  major advantage of this  database is that for each  stock a growth  and a value weight is

provided; the total of weights for each  stook being equal to one. Any given stock is therefore

not either a growth stock or a value stock as is the case when  other style classifícations are

used, but is some combination of both attributes. We discuss  the method used by SSB to

compute  the growth and value weights later in this section. There are also  two drawbacks
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from using this database: (1) no indication is given on the type of real estate company

(investment, trading, or development), and (2) the company’s main investment focus

(residential, office, retail, etc.) is not reported. These variables can  therefore not be

considered in the analysis. It is hypothesized that some of the impact of these missing

characteristics is captured  by the country, growth, and size variables, with the remaining

effects appearing in the specific return component. Statistical techniques are used in this

paper to examine whether additional factors  can  be extracted  from the specific  component.

Summary statistics for real  estate securities are presented in Table  1. The continental returns

are computed  as the weighted average  of returns in the constituent countries. As of the end of

April 2002, the total number of real  estate securities included in the database amounts  to 337,

and the  market capitalization to approximately US$280  billion. The fïve largest countries in

terms of market capitalization account for 86.8% of total market capitalization as of the  end of

April 2002. This table also  shows that the market capitalization of real estate stocks as a

percentage of the market capitalization of common stocks included in the SSB database varies

quite substantially from one country to another, with Hong Kong and to a lesser extent

Australia, Singapore, and Austria exhibiting high ratios. Figure  1 shows the evolmion of the

number of real  estate stocks included in the SSB database, and also  of securitized real  estate

market capitalization. Market capitalization has increased substantially over the period (see

also Eichholtz and Koedijk,  1996). The number of companies  in the SSB database has

increased from 146 in 1990 to 396 in August 1997, but has diminished in recent years.

<IìWERT  TULE 1 HERE >

< INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE >

Table  Z also  reports the average  growth probability weight of real  estate stocks in each

country, continent, and  globally. The growth and value probability weights of each  company

are reported on a 0 to 1 scale  by Salomon Smith Bamey. For each  company, the total of the

growth and value weights is 1. The procedure that is used by SSB is as follows (Salomon

Smith Barney, 2000). First, a set of 10 variables related to growth, and a set of five variables

related  to value are identified. As these variables have different measurement units, they have

to be standardized. Standardization also  leads  to all variables having  approximately the same

influence upon  the measurement of the style characteristics. IdeaIly,  standardization should

be undertaken on a world-wide basis, but this is impossible as different accounting principles
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prevail across countries. Thus, standardization is tmdertaken  by country when the number of

companies is sufficiently large, else it is achieved by groupings of commies that are

geographically and culturally similar and that have similar accounting standards  (an example

of one such grouping is Denmark  Finland, Norway, and Sweden). Cluster analysis is then

applied to both  sets of variables, and three growth and four value variables are retained. The

growth variables are:

- 5-year  earnings per share growth rate;
- 5-year  sales per share growth rate;
- 5-year  internal growth rate  = ROE x (1 - payout ratio);

and the value variables:

- book value to price;
- cash flow to price;
- sales to price;
- dividends to price (yield).

Growth and value scores are computed  for each stock as the equally weighted average  of the

value of these variables. A stock that is clearly either a growth or a value stock, wil1 be

considered as a pure growth or vahte  stock, and assigned a probability weight of 1 for that

characteristic. If a stock is not clearly a growth or a value stock, the weight is split according

to distances from pure growth and value stocks. The final step is to ensure that (1) each  SSB

country style index represents exactly 50% of the total flost-adjusted  market capitalization of

the corresponding country’, and (2) for each  stock, the sum of probability weights is equal to

1. The above procedure is applied each  year in June.

Figure  2 depicts the average  weight of the growth factor (on a scale  from 0 to 1) for real

estate companies in the various continents  and on a world-wide basis for the period from

February 1990 to April 2002. Real  estate companies have become less and less growth

companies (as defmed by SSB) over the 199Os,  with relatively large swings during the

beginning of the current decade for Asian and Ckeania real  estate stocks. Real estate

companies appear to be clearly less growth companies at the end of the period as compared to

what was the case at the beginning of the period.

<INSEKT  FIGURE 2 HERE >

’ Ideally,  the measurement of growth and  valse  weights  should not  be country-specif ic ,  but  global .  As stated
above,  this  is  hardly  poss ible  due  to  difkent  accounting practices  across countries,  and SSB have decided to
measure the probabil i ty weights  within  countr ies . It is acknowledged here  that biases  may  occur  if the relative
imporrance  of growth and  value dimensions  varies  dramatically from  one country to another.
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3.2 The Case for Real  Estate Securities in the Portfolio

Several facts  have been reported in previous research. First, real estate securities have been

shown to be effective  diversifíers for portfolios of stocks and  bonds  (Gordon  et al., 1998).

Second,  the beta of real  estate securities on the general stock index has been declining,

indicating that real  estate securities are less and less tied to  the genera1 stock market (Khoo et

al., 1993; Ghosh et al., 1996),  which would suggest that diversifïcation opportunities have

increased. Third, the benefïts of international diversification appear to be greater than what is

the case for common stocks (Eichholtz, 1996a). Finally, intemational real  estate securities

have been shown to act as portfolio  diversifiers, even in portfolios containing intemational

stocks (Gordon  et al., 1998).

In this section,  we investigate the ability of real  estate stocks to diversify  a stock portfolio

using our database of intemational real  estate securities. We thus provide  up-to-date evidente

on the usefulness of real estate stocks in diversifying  stock portfolios, which supports the in-

depth analysis of intemational real estate diversification that is conducted in the subsequent

two sections. We first compute  rolling betas of the real estate security indices on the general

stock indices for the fïve largest countries in terms of current market capitalization (the U.S.,

Hong Kong, the U.K., Australia, and Japan). We use a 36-month  moving window that is

shifted by one month for each  regression. The rolling betas show whether the degree of

association between real estate stocks and common stocks is time-varying.  We also  compute

cross-country correlation coefficients, both for real estate securities and common stocks. The

ten countries that have the  largest market capitalization in real estate securities are considered

(i.e. in addition to the above fïve countries,  the Netherlands, Canada, France,  Singapore, and

Sweden). Rolling average  correlation coefflcients across  the 10 countries are also  analyzed,

both for real estate stocks and common stocks. This analysis sheds light on the integration of

intemational reai  estate security and stock markets,  respectively. Finally, we investigate the

increase in tracking error for a portfolio manager when real estate securities are included in a

stock portfolio. Such  an analysis is important for portfolio managers who  include real  estate

in their portfolio but who  have nevertheless a pure stock index as benchmark. Increasing the

exposure to  real  estate may add some additional return to the total portfolio and lower the

standard deviation of the portfolio, but wil1  also  increase the tracking error when performance

is measured against such  a benchmark.
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Figure  3 shows the 36-month rolling beta  for the flve cotmtries  with the largest securitized

real  estate market capitalization. There is a clear  downward trend in the beta for the U.S., the

U.K. and  Japan, and at the end of the period under review the beta is only in the  0.2-0.5 range.

These lower betas confïrm the results of previous studies for the U.S. market. The beta for

Hong Kong real  estate securities is high and  remains high over the period. This is not

surprising as real estate securities represent a large fraction of the Hong Kong stock market

(32.6% on average  over the analyzed period). For Australia, the end of period beta is

approximately at the same leve1 as that at the  beginning  of the period (0.4-0.5 range), with a

steady increase followed by a steady decrease in years 1997-200 1. Overall, the betas for real

estate securities are low and  have a tendency to decline over the period.

< INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE >

The cross-country correlation coefficients are reported in Table  2 (Panel A  for real  estate

stocks, Panel B for stocks). As reported by Eichholtz (1996a),  the correlations are smaller for

real  estate stocks than for common stocks, suggesting greater benefits from intemational

diversification for real estate stocks than for stocks. It is interesting to examine whether such

correlations are time-varying. For that purpose, the 36-month rolling average  correlation

coefficients are depicted in Figure  4. The average  correlation for stocks is increasing, while

the  average  correlation for real estate stocks is quite stable2.  In al1  cases, the average

correlation for real  estate securities is lower than that for stocks3.  Hence the  intemational

stock markets  are becoming increasingly integrated which is not the case of real  estate

security markets.  When  cross-continent relationships are considered4,  it is found that the

correlation coefficients between real estate stocks across  continents are lower also  than the

average  correlation between common stocks across  continents.  The results also  show a

growing integration of the  stock market, but contrary to the  cross-country analysis,  the

correlation coefficients between real estate stocks across  continents are rising over the period,

albeit at a much lower rate  than that of common stocks. Although we do not investigate the

diversiflcation benefits of intemational diversification in a forma1 way, these results constitute

’ Eicbholtz  (l!W6b)  tests the stability of correlation coefficients over time for nine countries and also  concludes
Ft  correlation coefficients are quite  stable.  A reverse  conclusion is found for variances and covariances.

The same conclusion if found  when  returns by continent are used, although  the differente  in correlation
between  stocks and  real  estate stocks is not as marked as when  returns  by country are used.
’ The  figures are not reported in this  paper, but are available from the authors.
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tentative evidente  on greater benefits from  intemational diversification on the securitized real

estate market than on the common stock market.

-z INSERT TULE  2 HERE >

-z INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE >

Finally, Figwe  5 shows the  increase in the tracking error for a portfolio manager when  he or

she includes real estate stocks in hisher  portfolio. For an allocation of 15% in real  estate

securities, the tracking error is in the 2-3% range. This should be a more than acceptable  leve1

of relative risk if the portfolio manager has strong convictions about any of the sources of the

return generating process  for real estate stocks. These sources may inch.&  a genera1 world-

wide real  estate factor, country factors, size and value/growth factors, but also specific  views

on real  estate stocks. In particular, in a bearish market for common stocks, a portfolio

manager may have a higher  expected return for real  estate stocks, as a world-wide asset  class,

than for stocks. The low betas  between real  estate stocks and common stocks shown in

Figwe  3 suggest that during such  times diversification through real estate securities is

especially benefïcial,  and Figwe  5 suggests that even within reasonable levels of tracking

error the allocation to real  estate may be substantial.

< INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE >

4. Assessing the Risk of Real  Estate PortfoIios

4.1 The Model

Modem Portfolio Theory (MPT) provides  us with the theoretic  tools to estimate an asset’s,

and hence a portfolio’s, risk. On the one hand, we have systematic  sources of risk (i.e.

sources of risk that influence  a large number  of assets),  and on the other we have the stock’s

specitïc  risk. As these two sorts of risk are independent, the total risk of a stock or that of a

portfolio is simply  the sum of the two types of risk. Systematic  risk originates from the

behavior of the common factor(s) influencing the returns. In the case of the Capital  Asset

Pricing Model (CAPM), the common factor is the market return in excess  of the risk free  rate,

while in multi-factor models a larger number of common factors determine the total leve1 of

systematic  risk.
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Determining the common factors in a multi-factor model may be done using a variety of

techniques, depending on the initial assumptions. Al1  models have in common that there are

common factor returns and factor loadings, i.e. the exposure of each  stock to each  factor. We

may either observe factor returns and estimate the factor loadings (such  as in the CAPM,

where  the betas are the loadings), observe the loadings and estimate the returns (loadings are

usually country or sector dummy variables), or estimate both the loadings and the factor

returns (as in the bitrage Pricing Theory, APT, class  of models).

Extending the  model developed by Heston  and Rouwenhorst (1994)‘,  the  model we propose

in this paper is based on observed exposures, and the factor returns are estimated. The idea is

that the considered factors are “pure” in the sense that they are not influenced by any of the

other factors. For instance, the “pure” U.S. factor represents what is really due to the fact that

a stock is U.S. based. If there are more growth or value stocks, or more large or smal1 taps in

the U.S. than world-wide, then that growth or size effect wil1 be captured  by the

corresponding “pure” factors, and hence the country factors wil1 not be influenced by these

dimensions. There is also  a “common factor”, which is the factor to which al1  stocks are

exposed. Formally, the model is written as follows:

(1)

where  Ri,t  is the return on stock i at time t. K  is the number of countries. D : is a dummy

variable, set to one if stock i belongs to country k, with k = 1, . . . , K. pz and p: are the

Salomon Smith Bamey’s (SSB) Growth  and Value probability weights of stock i at time t. Si,,

is the size exposure of stock i at time t. In the above equation, the unlmowns  are Ft (the

return on the common factor, which is equivalent to the weighted average  of al1  real  estate

stock returns), F : (the returns on the “pure” country factors), F f and F ‘I (the returns on the

“pure” growth and value factors), and F s (the return on the size factor). Fitrally, Ei,t is the

’ Heston  and Rouwenborst (1994) assess  tbe  relative importante  of diversification by country and by industry  for
intemational common stock portfolios. Country  and  industry  dummy variables are used. A similar metbodology
is used to  investigate the benefits  of sector and  regional  diversification for U.S. private real  estate portfolios by
Fisher  and Liang  (2000), and  for U.K. private real  estate  portfolios by Lee (2001).
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stock-specific  return, which means  the return on stock i at time t once  its country,

value/growth  and size  attributions are taken into account.

The above model is estimated under the constraint that for the benchmark portfolio (the

portfolio containing  al1  real  estate stocks in the SSB universe weighted by the reiative market

taps), the  value weighted sum of exposures to factors  (except  to the common factor) is equal

to zero. In other words, the benchmark portfolio does not have any global country exposure,

nor any exposure to growth,  value and size. This translates into the constraints:

E ;5 w~,~D  :F: = 0 for the country exposures,
i=lk-1

th ale v ue and growth exposures, and

E Wj,t  SiJ = 0 for the size exposure.
i=l

(2)

Recognizing that, by deftition,  p: = 1 - p,!  , we may simplify  equation (1). Furthermore,

each  stock’s  exposure to size is a transformation of its relative market weight wi,t,  such  that

the exposure to size of the largest property stock in the universe is equal to one.6

In order to estimate equation (l),  we have to make sure there are enough representative

observations for each  country. For instance, if there is a single real  estate stock in a given

country, then estimating a “pure” country effect would not be relevant (in fact,  the country

factor would also  pick up the specific  return). We therefore require that there be at least fïve

stocks belonging to any couutry  for any given month. If there are less than live, then the
country is dropped and the corresponding real  estate stocks have no country exposure (in

which case part of the country effect, if there is any,  wil1 be found in the real  estate stocks

specific  return Ei,t). Fiually, equation (1) is estimated using a value-weighted OLS regression
N

scheme,  such  that Z wi,r  Esr =
i=l

0.  The latter  ensures that a large tap real estate stock has a

larger effect than a smal1 tap one. The equation is estimated in a cross-sectioual way, that is,

6 It  can  be show  that for the size  variable we have to set a staling  arbitrarily. Indeed,  we may  have very  smal1
stock exposures and a large  return on the size  factor, or large stock exposwes  and  a small  return on the size
factor. The constraint  that  the largest stock bas  an  exposure of one yields a better  economie  interpretation of the
returns on the size  factor.
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each  month, the regression is performed and the factor returns at that time estimated,

independently fiom observations for other time periods.

4.2 Additional Factors

The cross-section regression in equation (1) decomposes the return on an asset  i at time t into

returns on the various factors, and an error term denoted Ei,+ This term represents the return

that cannot be explained by the common factor and “pure” factors, and is therefore also

referred to as the stock’s  speciflc return. The specific returns may,  of course, be influenced

by other “common factors” that are not included in the model. For instance, as model (1)

does not account for the various property types in which real estate companies  invest, it could

be that the speciflc returns on al1  real  estate stocks of a given property type move together

during a given month. As was mentioned, information about property types is not available

from this database, but there may also  be other common characteristics among real estate

stocks. It is therefore of interest to extract these “hidden” factors í%om  the specific returns.

This is also  the basic  technique underlying APT models.

We argue that although it may be difficult to find an economie  interpretation for such

statistical factors, they are of foremost importante to the portfolio manager. If some stocks

behave differently because they have an exposure to some statistical factor, and if the return

on that factor is statistically and economically important, then a portfolio manager should

actively manage the portfolio’s exposure to that factor. If he/she  does not have a specific

view on the expected return on the factor, he/she  should make sure that the portfolio has the

same exposure to that factor as the benchmark. If he/she  does have a view, on the other hand,

then he/she may bet on the performance of the factor by over-weighting (relative to the

benchmark) the  exposure of the portfolio to that factor. Not doing so wil1 inevitably result  in

higher  tracking error for the portfolio, without a higher expected return. This is an important

issue in active management, and whether a factor is merely  a statistical one (without

economie  interpretation) or not, is of little relevante  here.

The most straightforward way to extract statistical factors is Principal Component Analysis

(PCA). The matrix of variances-covariances or correlations  is computed  from the data, and

tbrough decomposition of eigen-values / eigen-vectors, orthogonal factors are obtained that

Mly  explain the data structure.  It is a powerful technique, but it uses the variante  as the
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measure of risk, and therefore assumes normality of the data. This may be a strong

assumption indeed,  and therefore we develop also  an altemative technique, based on cluster

analysis, that makes  no distributional assumption.

Cluster analysis allows to form groups of observations, the degree of similarity of which is

similar within each  group, but dissimilar across  groups. Once  the membership of each  stock

to a cluster is determined, we calculate  the average  return of al1  observations within each

cluster. These are the factor returns, and each  stock has an attribute (one or zero) for each

cluster. In the case of the PCA, the factor returns are the orthogonal PCA factors, and a stock

has any exposure, either positive or negative, to each  of the factors.

Applying cluster or PCA techniques to a set of data wil1 always reveal some kind of ex post

structure  in the data. What is important, however,  is the out-of-sample  useiûlness of the

techniques. We apply therefore the following estimation procedure: we use the fust 36

months  of returns on al1  assets  for which we have returns for al1  months, apply either the

cluster algorithm or PCA, and measure the equally-weighted average  return within each  group

over the subsequent 12 months.  We then move the  estimation window forward by 12 months,

and re-estimate the groups. If the  Clustering or the PCA approach had no predictive power

(in other words, if the membership of each  stock to a particular cluster, or the loading of each

stock to a PCA factor were highly unstable over time),  then there would be no reason to

expect  any  out-of-sample  differente  in estimated factor returns.

The next section  contains a discussion of our results.

5. Results

5.1 Common Factor and ‘Turen  Factors

Table  3 contains sumrnary statistics  for returns on the common factor, returns on the “pure”

country factors for the 10 countries  with the largest securitized real estate market

capitalization, returns on the “pure” growth factor, and returns on the “pure” size factor. By

construction, the average  return on the common factor is the mean return on the market

weighted world index of real  estate securities (the small differente  is due to rounding errors).

The countries that experience a high (low) average  return during the  period generally also
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have a high (low) average  return on the  “pure” country factor, i.e. there is a wide discrepancy

in returns across  countries even afier controlling for the common factor and  the “pure” growth

and size factors. There is a strong positive “pure” country effect in Hong Kong, while the

country effect is not surprisingly very negative for Japan. The number of observations is not

equal to 147 for al1  countries, as a country is only considered if there is a minimum of five

companies  in any  given month. Caution must be exercised when interpreting the results of

countries for which there is not a minimum of five real  estate securities in any given month

during the entire period (i.e. the Netherlands, Canada, and Sweden).

< INSERT TABLE 3 HERE )

The return on the “pure” growth factor is negative on average,  indicating that real  estate

securities that have a large growth weight are negatively affected over the period. The

average  return on the  size factor is positive: al1  things held constant, large capitalization real

estate stocks perform  better than smaller capitalization real  estate securities. Hence, much of

the effect of size that has been reported in the literature may not be related to size,  but to

country andor style effects.

Tuble 4 contains the correlation coefficients between the common factor and “pure” country,

growth and size factors. The correlation coeffrcients between “pure” country factors, and

growth and size factors are close to zero. This indicates that if an active portfolio manager

makes  a bet according to any of the three  factors (country, growth, or size), this does not

imply  that he or she is making simultaneously a bet according to any other dimension. For

instance, if one believes that a country wil1 perform wel1 in the future and a decision is made

to overweight this country, this does not imply mat this decision will have an impact in terms

of the exposure to growth or size. This discussion is of course based on “pure” factors. In

reality, it is not possible to gain exposure to the “pure” factors, but rather  when a decision is

made for instance  to overweight one country, then this wil1 not have in most cases a neutral

effect on the growth and size exposures. To overcome  this diffrculty,  constrained

optimization techniques may be used to construct a model portfolio that takes active bets on

specific  “pure” factors, while keeping the exposures to other factors neutral (relative to the

benchmark).

< INSERT TABLE 4 HERE >
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Correlation coefficients between “pure” country factors are generally low. This is particularly

true between the returns on the “pure” Hong Kong factor and the returns on the “pure” factor

for several other commies. In fact,  many of these correlations are negative. On the other

hand, the returns on the “pure” country factors are highly correlated in tsvo  instances (Hong

Kong and Singapore, and France  and the  Netherlands). This may indicate that diversibcation

opportunities exist primarily across  continents, and to a lesser extent only within continents

(see also  Eichholtz et al., 1998).

The “pure” factor approach that we use has important implications for portfolio management.

The active portfolio manager will have to decide  according to which factor he or she wants to

make a bet. If commies with positive expected returns and low cross-country correlation

coefficients are selected  for instance (in most cases, this wil1 imply selecting stocks of

companies in different continents), he or she has to make sure that this strategy is neutral with

respect to the growth and size dimensions. Altematively, it could be decided that an

investment in high growth or large size real  estate companies should be emphasized. If the

“pure” factor approach is not used, such  strategies wil1 almost  certainly involve making

implicit  country bets simultaneously. With the “pure” approach, the effects of such  strategies

on the exposure to “pure” country factors as compared to that  of the benchmark can  be

minimized.

Figure  6 depicts  the rolling average  of cross-country correlation coefficients for the 10

countries with the largest securitized real  estate market,  both for raw  and “pure” country

returns. The average  cross-country correlation coefficients on the “pure” country factor

returns are much lower than the average  correlations on raw  returns, and are very close to

zero. The lower correlations would be expected as the  common factor, which obviously has a

positive effect on the correlation, has been extracted  when returns on “pure” factors are used.

Both  sets of rolling average  correlation coefficients are stable during the  period. The low

cross-country correlations on raw  returns suggest substantial benefits can  be obtained from

diversifying a portfolio of real estate stocks intemationally.

=c INSERT FIGURE 6 HERE >
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It is now interesting to focus on the cumulative returns for the various factors. Figure 7

depicts the cumulative logarithmic returns for the common factor and the “pure” growth and

size factors, while Figure  8 shows the  cumulative logarithmic returns for the “pure” country

factors. There is a strong upward trend in cumulated returns for the  common factor, with two

slumps. The cumulative returns for the size factor are als0 rising. The returns on the size

factor appear to be important, and large stocks are more exposed to this factor than smaller

ones.  As explained in section  4, the maximum exposure to size is for the largest real  estate

stock in the sample at any given month (size  exposure = 1). For smaller stocks, the exposure

is less, and even negative for many stocks as by construction the weighted average  of the

exposure to size is zero. As would have been expected, the cumulative returns for the growth

factor pick up in the second  half of the 199Os,  but al1  of this increase vanishes in the

beginning of the current decade. The cumulative logarithmic returns for the “pure” country

factors shows that the Hong Kong securitized real  estate market performed very wel1  over the

period, while the Japanese real estate stock market declined substantially as did the overall

stock market (Figure  8).

-c INSERT FIGURE  7 HERE >

< INSERT  FIGURE  8 HERE >

Of particular interest is to analyze the importante  of the market tap weighted average

absolute returns on the common factor, the “pure” country, size, growth and value factors, and

the  specific  component as a percentage of the total of these absolute returns. The relative

importante  of each  factor and that of the specifíc return component is depicted in Figure 9.

Of the  traceable factors, the (weighted) average  “pure” country factor appears to be the  most

important, but its importante  bas  diminished slightly during the period. A large fìaction also

sterns from the common factor. Growth did not have a large influence on real  estate security

returns at the beginning of the 199Os,  but the importante  of this factor has grown substantially

during the period. As of the end of the period, the growth and value factors appear to be more

important than the country factor. There is thus clearly a growth/value  factor in real  estate

securities, and that factor should be taken into consideration when building  real  estate stock

portfolios. The importante  of size has diminished slightly over the  period, and remains rather

marginal. The specific  component represents a large fraction of total absolute returns, and  its

share varies somewhat during the period. This indicates  that stock picking remains a very

important issue when constructing real  estate security portfolios.
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< INSERT FIGURE 9 HERE >

The SSB database makes  it possible to extract a common factor and “pure” country, growth

and size factors, and to ascertain the  relative importante  of these factors. Several other

characteristics that are not included in this analysis should have an impact on real estate

security returns. Examples of such characteristics are tax status, type of company

(investment, trading, or development), investment focus (residential, offices, retail, etc.), and

leverage. The impact of these characteristics wil1 not necessarily be included in the specific

return. Indeed,  characteristics of real  estate companies that are specitìc  to a country wil1  have

been included into the “pure” country factor. This will be the case for instance of the tax

status, which wil1 apply to al1  real estate companies in a given country. Some type of

company and investment focus effects wil1 also  be captured by the  country factors if there a

predominant type of company andor focus in any given country. Similarly, if some omitted

characteristic of real  estate securities is related to the growth or the size characteristics, then it

will have been captured by these factors. Leverage  for instance should be captured by the

growth factor as one of the variables that is used by SSB to measure the  growth characteristic

is the internal growth rate  calculated íkom  the Return on Equity (ROE). Leverage  should

have an effect on ROE, and hence increase the growth exposure of the company. Type of

property and investment focus should also  partly be captured by the growth and size

characteristics. Developers should have a stronger growth component for instance. The

specific factor wil1 thus Capture any remaining effects, as wel1 as the  true specific component.

In the next section,  we analyze whether it is possible to extract an additional factor f&n the

specific component that remains after  taking into consideration the common factor and “pure”

country, growth and size factors. For this purpose, we use cluster analysis techniques and

principal component analysis.

5.2 Additional “HidderP  Factors

The clustering algorithm used in this study can  be summarized as follows: k-means  clustering

is applied iteratively on the N-by-T=36  dataset of logarithmic asset  returns muil  the largest

group contains  approximately 50% of the observations. This first cluster is referred to as

“Cluster 1”. The two next retained clusters are the ones  that contain the second  and third

largest number of observations, respectively. Finally, the fmal cluster (Cluster 4) contains al1
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other observations. From one estimation period to the other (which is moved forward by 12

months each  time), we make sure that Clusters 2 and 3 correspond to the same clusters as in

the  previous estimation period by measuring the correlation over the 24 overlapping months

of the  estimated factor returns. If necessary, we adjust the memberships. With this procedure

we make sure that the created clusters have some desired characteristics:

the first cluster contains approximately 50% of the observations and should

correspond to what is observed most of the time for specific real  estate stock

returns;

Clusters 2 and 3 contain  a reasonable number  of stocks that behave in a very

specific way;

Cluster 4 contains al1  other stocks. This is probably the least homogenous

factor.

The results are represented in Figure 10, which shows the  cumulated logarithmic returns on

al1  four cluster factors. Not surprisingly, Cluster 1 shows little variability over time, although

the trend over the ahnost IO-year  out-of-sample  period is positive. It is probably also  the least

interesting cluster to analyze, as by construction it contains most of the observations. Cluster

2 is clearly more variable, and its returns are economically important: drop of approximately

15% during  year 2000, positive return in excess  of 15% in 2001. Cluster 3 is highly volatile

in 1997 and 1998, while little effect can  be seen during the rest of the period. Finally, Cluster

4 shows mostly negative returns, especially during the second  half of the sample period.

< INSERT FIGURE 10 HERE >

Clearly, the constructed clusters behave differently, not only in-sample, but also  out-of-

sample. From a portfolio management point of view, it is important to measure the risk of

being over- or under-exposed  to these factors, relative to the benchmark. A portfolio manager

who  picks  stocks that belong, by chance  and without the  manager being aware of it, to Cluster

4 would significantly lower his/her portfolio return. This is important, even if it is difficult to

attribute any economie  “label” (such  as a property type, for instance) to a cluster factor.

Figure  II shows the percentage of real estate stocks that change cluster every  year. The

figures are quite high, but this is due in part to  the fact  that a cluster membership can  only be

given to stocks that have been in the database for at least 36 months, at any  point in time. A
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new stock wil1 increase the percentage of stocks changing clusters. A real  estate stock that

merges  with another company or changes its SEDOL code for some other reason wil1  also

increase that percentage.

< INSERT FIGURE 11 HERE >

The second approach is PCA. We arbitrarily set the number of PCA factors to three (results

for other numbers of PCA factors are available from the authors), and apply the same out-of-

sumpb  approach as with the cluster analysis: the fitst  36 months are used to compute

correlations from the available specifïc real  estate stock returns (in logarithms). These

correlations are used to estimate the three PCA factors along with the factor loadings. The

out-of-sample  performance on the three factors over the subsequent 12 months is reported.

The estimation window is tiren  rolled forward by 12 months. Correlations over the

overlapping 24 months are again calculated to rotate and/or  permute factors to ensure

continuity. The results are reported in Figure  12. The fìrst  PCA factor has a surprisingly

streng uptrend  over the full period. The magnitude of the factor returns is large. The second

PCA factor has a zero return over the lO-year  period, but during that period the cumulated

return (in logarithms) ranges between -120% and +50%. The magnimde of the returns is

large again. The last PCA factor has also  a large variability.

< INSERT FIGURE 12 HERE >

The correlation coeffrcients between the PCA factors and the Cluster factors are given in

Tuble  5. The correlations for the  PCA factors are not zero because these are the factors

measured out-of--sample  (there is no reason to expect  exact orthogonality out-of-sumple). The

low correlations, together with the large factor returns (especially for the PCA factors), make

US believe that there are strong and persistent hidden factors in the  specifïc returns. These

factors may be linked to company specific  characteristics, such as the  proper@  types the

companies  invest in, me leve1 of leverage, other activities of the fírm, but also  geographical

presence of the holdings (remember that this will not be picked up by the country factors, as

these refer only to the country of origin of the company). There may also  be a link between

the  statistical factors and macro-economic variables, such  as GDP growth or interest rate

changes.
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< INSERT TABLE 5 HERE >

Finally, in order to assess the economie  importante of the above methodology, we show in

Figure  13 the relative importante of the absolute return on the three PCA factors, as wel1 as

the absolute unexplained residual, as a percentage of the total. Between 30% and 40% of the

total is explained by the returns on the three  PCA factors. Without being a forma1 test, it

sheds some light on what a portfolio manager, who  is measured against a benchmark, might

expect  from applying a three-PCA factor decomposition of the speciflc  returns: one third of

the portfolio specific  risk is explained by the common PCA factors, which is a risk that can  be

hedged simply by ensuring that the portfolio has the same exposure to these comrnon PCA

factors as the benchmark portfolio.

< INSERT FIGURE  13 HERE >

6. Concludhg  Remarks

The benefits of intemational real  estate diversification have been documented  in the literature,

albeit to a lesser extent than for common stocks. We argue that while it is important to

recognize the  advantages of cross-country diversification, it would be at least equally

important to isolate the effect of various factors on intemational real estate security returns. A

low cross-country correlation coefficient between real estate securities in two countries, for

instance, could be due to the fact  that real  estate stocks in both countries differ with respect to

size,  to their exposure to growth or value, or to any remaining effects  such  as their tax status

or their investment focus. We use constrained cross-section regressions to disentangle a

common factor, and “pure” country, size,  and value/growth effects.  It is found that the

value/growth factor is an important determinant of real  estate stocks returns, and that the

importante  of this factor is growing. Country factors are also  important, while the effect of

size remains marginal. Statistical analysis of the residuals indicates that additional “hidden”

factors most likely exist.

An important practical  implication of the method  used in this paper is that an investor can

decide  according to what factors he or she wants to make bets. For instance, a bet can  be

made to overweight countries with high expected returns and low cross-country  correlation

coefficients (this wil1 in most cases involve selecting real estate stocks from couutries in
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different continents),  without simultaneously making a growthhlue bet nor a size bet. For

that purpose, an optimizer can  be used to gain exposure to the selected  countries, while

minimixing  at the same time the  differente  between the exposure of the portfolio to other

factors and the exposure of the benchmark to these factors.
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Tablel Summary statistics for real estate compauies included in the Salomon Smith
Barney (SSB) database, February 1990-April2002

For each  of the 21 countries included in the SSB  database, for continental groupings.  and on a world-wide  basis,
the following  statistics are reported: annualùed  mean  return, standerd  deviation, number of monthly
observationr,  average  number of  s tocks in the index,  average  growth exposure,  average  marke t  cap i ta l i za t ion ,
average  market capitalìzation as a percentage of stock market capitalùation, current markzt  capitalization (i.e.
a s  of  Apn.1  2002),  current  market  capi ta l i za t ion as  a  percentage  of  s tock market  capi ta l i za t ion,  and current
market capitalùation as a % of total market capitalùation of real  estate stocks.

Average (as (8S C u r r e n t
Number  of Average per=nuge percentage Marketcap

Annuakad  Standard MOflthly Stocks in Growth Average ofMcAP Cunent o f  MCAP  ( P - t a g e
Mean D a v i a t i o n  Obsewations I n d e x Exposure  Market Cap stocks) Markat  Cap stccks) of total)

utited  states 9.9% 13.0% 447 99.0  26% 61.5845 1.2% 150,290s 1.7% 50.8%
HongKong 12.7% 30.6% 1 4 7 3 1 . 0 4 2 % 36460.3 32.5% 34.6423 28.5% 11.7%
Unitad  Kingdom 5.5% 19.5% 147 3 2 . 3 2 3 % 20,315.O 1.9% 29,871.7 1.9% 10.1%
AUSttdh 7.7% 15.3% 147 1 9 . 4 2 4 % 10.759.0 0.1% 25 .263 .8 11.3% 8.5%
Japan -9.0% 33.6% 147 2 4 . 3 5 7 % 20,455.3 1.5% 17.344.4 1.5% 5.9%
Nathedands 0.5% 13.0% 1 4 7 6 . 7 3 % 5240.3 2.4% 9.2546 2.7% 3.1%
C a n a d a -7.6% 21 .a% 1 4 7 7 . 1 4 1 % 2.885.4 1.4% 6 .822 .3 2.0% 2.3%
FmnCe 4.1% 14.6% 1 4 7 1 6 . 4 1 9 % 5.865.4 1.9% 6 .469 .6 1.2% 2.2%
SMW=- 1.2% 43.5% 1 4 7 1 0 . 8 4 1 % 5250.4 16.3% 4,457.g 7.4% 1.5%
Sweden 1.6% 35.8% 1 4 7 4.0 4 5 % 1 .266 .2 1.3% 2,768.5 2.2% 0.9%
Spaill 1 .5% 28.7% 1 4 7 3 . 4 2 3 % 1.559.1 1.6% 1 .999 .1 1.1% 0.7%
Switmland 8.5% 17.1% 1 4 7 2 . 2 4 1 % 627 .1 0.2% 1.411.4 0.3% 0.5%
Germany 0.5% 22.6% 1 1 8 2 . 9 2 4 % 1,465.5 0.5% 1,380.o 0.3% 0.5%
Ausbia 0.3% 16.9% 6 3 2 . 3 4 6 % 493 .7 5.1% 981 .1 11.5% 0.3%
Belgium/Lux -1.3% 16.5% 1 4 7 2 . 1 4 8 % 525 .3 1.2% 9 5 8 . 9 1.2% 0.3%
Ireland -25.5% 52.5% 1 0 6 1 . 3 3 7 % 371 .5 1.6% 5 9 5 . 9 1.5% 0.2%
IW -26.5% 37.6% 1 2 3 2 . 3 2 3 % 560.0 0.4% 5 5 5 . 4 0.2% 0.2%
NW  Zaaland -39.1% 41.8% 7 5 1 . 0 3 6 % 141 .2 1.6% 2 0 3 . 0 3.2% 0.1%
Denmark -3.4% 30.0% 1 4 2 1 . 3 3 1 % 252 .7 0.8% 136 .7 0.3% 0.0%
Finland -3.9% 21.0% 4 6 1 . 0 2 6 % 113 .5 0.2% 126 .9 0.1% 0.0%
NOIVW 0.0% 23.4% 7 0 1 . 6 0 2 % 179 .6 1.1% 7 7 . 0 0.3% 0.0%
W O R L D 4.3% 16.5% 1 4 7 283.9 35% 17w80.9 1.8% 295,611.7 2.0%
AMERICA 6.5% 12.9% 1 4 7 106 .1 2 7 % 64469.9 1.2% 157.112.8 1.7% 53.1%
E U R D P E 4.0% 14.6% 147 7 6 . 8 2 2 % 37 .942 .6 1.4% 56.586.7 1.4% 19.1%
ASIA 0.2% 31.2% 1 4 7 8 1 . 1 4 8 % 65 .237 .5 4.3% 56 .445 .3 3.9% 19.1%
ocEANlA 6.7% 15.5% 1 4 7 1 9 . 9 2 5 % 10.631.0 7.7% 25 .466 .8 11.1% 8.6%
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Table 2 Cross-country correlation coeffcients for real estate securities and common
stocks, February 1990-April2002

Cross-country  correlat ions  of  monthly  re turns  for  both real  es ta te  secur i t ies  and common s tocks . The 10
counm’es  with  the  larges t  secur i t ì zed  real  es tate  market  capi tal izat ion are considered (U.S. ,  Hong Kong,  U.K. ,
Australia,  Japan, Netherlands,  Canada, France,  Singapore,  and Sweden).

Panel A: Real  estate securities

Hong Kong 0.28 1.00
United Kingdom 0.40 0.25 1.00
Australia 0.29 0.41 0.30 1.00
Japan 1 0.10 0.12 0.27 0.25 1.00 1
Netherlands 1 0.28 0.22 0.38 0.41 0.20 1 1.00
Canada 0.43 0.27 0.36 0.31 0.23 0.31 1.00
France 0.19 0.18 0.45 0.32 0.25 0.58 0.19 1.00
Singapore 0.38 0.78 0.27 0.39 0.28 0.28 0.33 0.18 1 .oo
Swaden 0.20 0.19 0.39 0.35 0.21 0.34 0.38 0.27 0.20 1.00

Panel B: Common stocks

Hong Kong 0.55 1.00
United Kingdom 0.65 0.48 1 .oo
Austraiii 0.53 0.53 0.55 1.00
Japan 1 0.37 0.32 0.48 0.44 1.00 1
Netherlands 1 0.64 0.51 0.75 0.55 0.44 1 1.00
Canada 0.78 0.62 0.50 0.61 0.37 0.56 1.00
France 0.59 0.46 0.68 0.47 0.41 0.77 0.52 1.00
Singapore 0.57 0.75 0.49 0.57 0.39 0.53 0.56 0.46 1.00
Sweden 0.59 0.49 0.54 0.55 0.48 0.62 0.59 0.67 0.49 1.00
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Table 3 Summary statistics for the common factor and the “pure” factors, February
1990-April2002

Annualized mean  return, standard devìation, and number of observations for the common factor, the ‘pure”
country factors in the 10 counm’es  with  the largest secun’tized  real  estate marhet capitalization, the “pure”
growth factor, and the “pure ” size factor.

Annualized Standard Number
Mean Deviation Obs. Sum

Common Factor 4.3% 16.6% 147 52.9%
United States 5.0% 15.1% 147 60.7%
Hong Kong 9.5% 28.3% 147 116.8%
United Kingdom -0.3% 15.8% 147 -3.3%
Australia 2.9% 15.5% 147 35.5%
Japan -15.6% 29.9% 147 -190.8%
Netherlands -1.4% 13.5% 94 -11.2%
Canada
France
Singapore

3.5% 16.5% 68 19.8%
-1.2% 16.9% 147 -14.6%
-1.0% 33.5% 147 -12.4%

Sweden
Growth

15.0% 19.7% 58 72.5%
-0.3% 5.8% 147 -3.5%

Size 2.9% 13.4% 147 35.3%

Tabfe  4 Correlation coeffkients between the returns on the common factor and on
“pure” factors, February 1990-April2002

“Pure” factors are: country factors for the 10 counh’es with the largest sectktized  real estate market
capitalization as of March  2002, a growth factor and a size factor.

Common Factor
United States 147 -0.64 1.00
Hong Kong 147 0.39 -0.42 1.00
United Kingdom 147 -0.29 0.25 -0.46 1.00
Australia 147 -0.52 0.41 -0.22 0.11 1.00
Japan 147 -0.03 -0.16 -0.39 -0.04 -0.03 1.00
Netherlands 94 -0.54 0.25 -0.49 0.29 0.26 0.08 1.00
Canada 68 -0.11 0.39 -0.37 0.16 0.24 0.00 0.12 1.00
France 147 -0.80 0.39 -0.40 0.37 0.43 0.07 0.64 0.09 1.00
Singapore 147 0.38 -0.27 0.62 -0.37 -0.16 -0.13 -0.49 -0.15 -0.34 1.00
Sweden 58 -0.29 0.18 -0.52 0.49 0.39 -0.09 0.36 0.19 0.49 -0.57 1.00
Growth 147 0.02 -0.02 0.06 0.12 0.00 -0.16 0.11 -0.05 -0.04 0.16 0.30 1.00
Slze 147 0.12 0.04 -0.03 -0.10 0.16 -0.03 -0.26 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.14 -0.09 1.00
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Table 5 Correlation coefficients  between cluster returns and PCA returns
The table shows the correlations  over time  of the ‘out-of-sample”  Cluster  and PCA factors .  These factors  are
out-of-sample  because the jrst  36  months  (2/1990-U1993)  o f  da ta  i s  used  to  es t imate  the  j ì r s t  year  of  out-of-
sample factor returns (2/1993-1/X994).  The estimation procedure is then movedforward by 12 months.

- <vw Ei z
2 2 z !ñ2 a 3 0 5 v3 e
a 6 3 0 56,

PCA 1 1.00
PCA 2 1-0.07  1.00-0.07 1.00 I
PCA 3 -0.08 0.14 1.00
CLUSTER 1 -0.16 0.25 -0.03 1.00
CLUSTER 2 0.25 -0.31 0.29 -0.09 1.00
CLUSTER 3 0.12 0.53 0.24 0.05 -0.07 1.00
CLUSTER 4 0.12 -0.08 -0.19 -0.12 0.08 0.19 1.00
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Figure 1 Number of real estate stocks and market capitalization of real estate stocks
included in the SSB database, February 1990-April2002
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Figure 2 Average  growth exposure for real estate stocks in Europe, Asia,  North
America,  Oceania,  and the World, February 1990-April2002

Growth eqosure  (on a scale  from  0  t o  1)  a s  defned  by Salomon Smith Bamey (SSB).  Five-year eamings per
share growth rate,  five-year  sales per share growth rate  and jìve-year  intemal growth rate  are taken into
account . Measure  ti  relative to other stocks in the counhy  or  region  and the sum growth rate  and value
weightfor  each  s tock  i s  1.
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Fïgure 3 Rolling betas of real estate stocks on common stocks for the U.S., Hong Kong,
the U.K., Australia, and Japan, February 1990-April2002

Rol l ing  betas  calculatedfiom  regressions  ofreal  estate  s tock returns on common stock returns using  36-nwnth
windows . The  window i s  shifred  by one month for eveT regress ion. The jìrst  regression covers the period
2/1/1990-1/31/1993,  the second  regression the period 3/1/1990-2/28/1993,  and so on until  the last regression for
the period 5/1/1999-4/31/2002.
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Figure 4 Rolling average cross-country correlation coefficient  for real estate securities
and stocks, February 1990-April2002

Rol l ing  average  correlat ion coeflcients  calculated  on 36-month  w&ows. The  window  i s  shlffed  by one month
for  every  computat ion . The countries considered in the average  are the 10 countries with  the largest  sec&t&d
real  estate market capitalization V.S.,  Hong Kong, U.K., Australia, Japan, Netherlands,  Canada,  France,
Singapore,  and Sweden).
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Fìgure 5 Stock portfolio tracking error as a function of the percentage of real estate
securities included iu the portfolio (for the U.S., Hong Kong, U.K., Australia,
and Japan)

The  following  example  bes t  explains  the  graph:  IY  we add 15% o f  U.S. real  es ta te  to  a  U.S.  s tock portfolio,
measured against a U.S. stock benchmark, then the tracking error of that portfolio  is 2.3%. For al1  countries, the
impact on the tracking error of adding  real  estate to apure stockpor$olio  is very  reasonable.
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Figure 6 Rolling average  correlation coefficient  for raw returns aud returns on “pure”
country factors, February 1990-April2002

Average  o f  cross-country  correlat ion coe$ìcients  for  the 10  countri~  wi th  the  larges t  securi t i zed  real  e s t a t e
market capitalization. 36month  rolling windows  are used.
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Figure  7 Cumulative logarithmic returns on the common factor, the “pure” growth
factor and the “pure” size factor, February 1990-April2002
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Figure 8 Cumulative logarithmic returns on the “pure” country factors  for the U.S.,
Hong Kong, U.K., Australia, and Japan, February 1990-April2002

Cumulative returns on the “pure ”  country returns are reported for the flve counti’es  with  the largest securitized
real  estate markt capitalization (U.S., Hong Kong, U.K., Australia,  and Japan).
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Figure  9 Average  absolute returns on each factor as a percentage of total absolute
returns, February 1990-April2002  (1Zmonth moving averages)

Importante  of the average  absolute  re turns on the common factor ,  the ‘pure”  country,  size,  growth and value
factors, and the specafic  component as apercentage  of the total absolute returnsfiom  these various  sources.
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Figure  10 Ont-of-sample cumulative logarithmic returns on the four cluster factors,
Febmary 1993-April2002

l7te  fìrst  year of  out-of-sample  returns (02/1993  t o  01/1994)  are  obtained through cluster  analysis  of  the real
estate  returns fiom 02/1990  to 01/1993. The 36-month  ro l l ing  wimiow  i s  then  movedforward by  12  months  to
obtain the cluster factor returns over the full period.
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Figure 11 Percentage of real estate companies  having changed  clusters from one vear  to
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Figure 12 Out-of-sample cumulative  logarithmic returns on the three components  from
the principal component analysis, February 1993-April2002

%$rst  year  of  out-of-sample  re turns  (0211993 to  01/1994)  are  obtained through PCY  analysis  of  real  e s t a t e
returnsj?om  0211990  to  OM993. l%e  36-month  rolIing  window  is  then movedfonvard by  12  months  to  ob ta in
the PCA fator  returns over thejùll  period.
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Figure 13 Average  absolute returns on each of the PCA factors and on the residual, as a
percentage of total absolute returns, Febmary 1993-April 2002 (ll-month
moving averages)

Each  stock’s residual  return is  dejìned  as its speczjic  return, fiom  which the returns on the estimated PCA
factors  (times  each  s tock’s  sens i t iv i ty  to  euch  of  these  factors)  i s  subtracted.  A substantial  percentage of  the
stock’s specajìc  returns can  be explained by the three PCA fators  (which are truly out-of-sample).
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